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If p and A are probability measures on a metrisable compact convex set with 
p < X in the Choquet sense, then the main object of this paper is the study of 
the extremal structure of the convex set of all dilations carrying /L to h. The 
extremal dilations are characterized and the relationships between these 
dilations and the extremal measures they induce are investigated. Several 
examples of extremal dilations with special properties are given to illustrate 
their behavior. Also given is a systematic characterization of measures which 
are extreme in the convex set of all measures dominating or. in the Choquet 
ordering. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a metrisable compact convex set in a locally convex 
Hausdorff topological vector space defined over the reals R. If p and A 
are probability measures on K with p < h in the Choquet ordering, 
then the convex set D,,, , which consists of all dilations carrying TV 
to A, was defined in [7] and the extremal structure of D,,, was briefly 
commented upon. In the present paper, a more detailed study of 
extremal dilations is undertaken. Various characterizations of such 
dilations are given and the relationships between these dilations and 
the extremal measures they induce are investigated. Some extremal 
dilations with special properties are discussed and several examples 
are given to illustrate their behavior. 
Several facts concerning measures that are extreme in the convex 
set of all probability measures dominating p in the Choquet ordering 
were established in [7]. Using these, we give here a more complete 
and systematic treatment of such measures, the results obtained being 
analogs and generalizations of corresponding results in [I] and [4] 
for measures that are extreme in the full set of representing measures 
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for a point in K. Also proved in this setting is a generalization of the 
“local Choquet theorem” first considered in [3] and completed in [4], 
viz. characterizations of measures p which have the property that they 
have a unique maximal measure h dominating p in the Choquet sense. 
There is a certain basic similarity in all the proofs of the results 
described above, this similarity coming from the fact that every time 
one proves the density of certain convex subsets in spaces of the type 
C(K)m, This approach was suggested by [6]. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For notations and general reference, we follow [I]. Briefly, then, 
6,K will be the extreme boundary of K and A(K), P(K) and C(K) 
will denote, respectively, the space of continuous affine functions, 
the cone of continuous convex functions and the space of all con- 
tinuous functions on K, all these functions assuming values in the 
reals. M,+(K) will denote the convex set of all probability measures 
on K and Z will stand for the subset of K consisting of all maximal 
measures. If x E K, M,’ (resp 2,) will be the set of all (resp maximal) 
representing measures of x. We assume always that M,+(K) and its 
subsets have the weak* topology. 
If p E M,+(K), we let 
and 
Note that 
M,’ = {A E M,+(K): X > p}, 
2, ={XEM::XEZ}. 
Z,CM;CM; 
where x is the resultant of CL. 
For other unexplained notations and terminology, see [7]. 
We prove now several preliminary results that will be needed in the 
next section. It is possible that some of these results are known, but 
we have not been able to find any reference in the literature where 
they are recorded. 
The first result states that the convex set of all dilations in K has a 
semi-group structure. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose T E D,,, and S E DA*, . Then S o T 
the composition of T and S, is a dilation carrying p to u given by 
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where 
va” =j, s, dT,(Y). 
Proof. That V, E M,+(K) is clear. If a E A(K), then 
v&4 = j, 444 dTcc(Y) 
= K a(r) dTz(Y) J’ 
= a(x), 
showing that V, E ML. It is not hard to prove by standard measure- 
theoretic methods that for a bounded Bore1 function f on K, the 
map x - G(f) is measurable. Since y - S,(f), (f E C(K)) is mea- 
surable, we can assert that x - V, is measurable. Moreover, if 
f E C(K), then 
where 
dY) = S,(f), (Y E K), 
is measurable, and, therefore, by [7, Proposition 2.11, 
f V,(f) 444 = G> K 
= K V(Y) 4Y) s 
= K%(f) WY) s 
which completes the proof. 
= df), 
Let p E M,+(K). We know from [2] that in general S.J,, $; 0. 
Recall from [l, p. 631 that if D(K) denotes the linear span of C(K) 
and {f :f~ C(K)) in th e vector space of all bounded Bore1 functions 
on K, the weak topology defined on M(K) by D(K) is denoted by u. 
We have now the analog of [I, Theorem 1.6.141. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. With the u-topology, 2, is the closed convex hull 
of&Z, . Consequently, if&Z, is a singleton, so is 2, . 
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This is proved exactly as in [l] once we know (see [2]) that given 
f E P, there exists 7 E S,Z, such that p(j) = I. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (a) Z is a Bowl set in MC(K) and (b) U ((x) X 
z, : x E suPP* (p)) is a Bore1 set in K x M?(K). 
Proof. Since K is metrisable, we know [l, p. 321 that there is an 
fO E P such that 
6,K = (x E K: j&) = fo(x)}. 
We take a countable dense set in -P and enumerate the functions 
(in this set) which are > fO as {h&‘& . Therefore, 
u E Z ifi 4fo) = Go), 
i.e., iff inf(v(h): he - P, h >fO} = v(fO), 
i.e., iff i;f V&J = y(fJ, 
which thus means that 
Z = (u E A!&+(K): i;f R,(V) = ji,(~)}, 
where, for f E C(K), the (continuous) linear functional f on M(K) 
is defined by 
m = e(f), (eE M(K)). 
Since inf, h, is measurable, it immediately follows that 2 is a (Borel) 
measurable subset of M,+(K), thus proving (a). 
To prove (b), let {u,}& b e a countable dense set in A(K) and define 
#, : K x Ml+(K) -+ R2 by 
&a(% 4 = M4, aJ>. 
If d is the diagonal in R2, it is clear that 
fj 4nw = u ((4 x M2 x E 4 
is a Bore1 set and, therefore, by (a), 
fjl KY4 n WP* (4 x z> = u (64 x Kz: x E SUPP. b-4 
is a Bore1 set, proving (b). 
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In the subsequent paragraphs, essential use will be made of the 
following simple but useful observation: 
Remark 2.4. If X is a locally convex Hausdoti topological vector 
space defined over R and X* is its continuous dual, then a convex 
set C in X is not dense in X iff there exists a nonzero f E X* such that 
f(x) < 1 for all x E C. 
This immediately follows from the Hahn-Banach separation 
theorem. 
3. EXTRRMAL MEASURES 
The main purpose of this section is to characterize the extremal 
elements of il4,“. If h E M,‘, we let 
F,, = ifs C(K): p(f) - W) < 11. 
Then we have the following 
THEOREM 3.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) h E 6,M,+; 
(ii) FA - FA = C(K), where the closure operation is taken in 
the supnorm topology on C(K); 
(iii) For each Jinite disjoint decomposition of y = z& adpi , the 
(Car&r-Fell-Meyer) decomposition of A = C,“=, c& , (A, > pi , 1 < 
i < n) is unique and Ai E 2$M,+i(l < i < n); 
(iv) DILaA = {T] and T, E 6,M,+ a.e. [cl]; 
(v) (oEM,+:a<)oisafaceinM,f. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Supp ose Fh - F,J # C(K). Then by Remark 2.4, 
it follows that there exists 7r E M(K), r # 0 and n(F, - FJ < 1. 
It immediately follows that ) n(f)1 < 1 for all f EF,, . It is also clear 
that r 1 A(K). 
Define the seminorm p on C(K) by p(f) = p(f). We now claim 
that 
X&~,cP. 
To prove this, if E > 0 and f E C(K) then 
c 
f 
A31 - w + E i 
EF~; 
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therefore, 
or, 
&df) G P(3) - X(f) + EP 
h(f) f n(f) G P(3), 
as E is arbitrary, thus proving the claim. 
It now follows from this claim that X + 7~ > 0, h f n > I*. We 
can write 
x = $(A + 4 + @ - 4, 
and (i) is contradicted. 
(ii) + (iii). For a given finite disjoint decomposition of 
p = CT=“=, C+Q , consider any two decompositions of h, 
h = i oliAi = f api, (Ai , ui > pi , 1 < i < n). 
i=l i-1 
If f E F,+ , it is easy to see that 
I 4% - Uf)l d 1, (1 < i < n); 
hence, 
I(% - Uf - dl G 2/% Y (f7 g EFAh 
and it follows from (ii) that 
for all h E C(K), and we must have ai = Xi for 1 < i < n. 
So let X = CT=, aihi be the unique decomposition of X corresponding 
to the decomposition of TV = Cr=“=, q..~ . We now claim that 
Phi - Fh, = CW), (1 ,( i <n). 
(FA, is defined with respect to pi and Xi .) Suppose not. Then by 
Remark 2.4, there exists u E M(K), (z # 0, such that 1 u(g - h)\ < 1 
for all g, h E F,,, . Th is 
qf E F,,i , and so 
means that 1 u(g)] < 1 for all g E FAi . If f E Fn , 
I 4f - &I < 2bi (f> g EFJ, 
and (ii) implies that 1 a(h)1 < 2/01~ for all h E C(K). This means that 
u = 0, which is a contradiction. This proves the claim. 
We now assert that Xi E iS,M,fi (1 < i < n). Suppose not. So there 
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and we see that 
I77df - ‘@I e 2 (.A ga,). 
Since FAi - FAi = C(K), it follows that qi = 0, which is a contra- 
diction, and our assertion that hi E 6,M,ti‘(l < i < n) is proved. 
(iii) 5 (iv). See [7, Proposition 3.71. 
(iv) ti (v). Suppose that for 0 < t < 1, 
P < to, 4 (1 - t)uz < A (q 7 02 E IM,+). 
Let ai = SK Si &(x), where Si E D,,,j (z’ = 1, 2). 
Then 
tu1 + (1 - t)u2 = s (t$ + (1 - +%) &(x). 
Let U E D,,, where 0 = toI + (1 - t) o2 , i.e., 
A = j u, d(tu, + (1 - t)u,)(x). 
By Proposition 2.1, 
h = viz 444, s 
where 
v, = s u, d(tS, + (1 - t)S;)(y) 
= t j uv G(Y) + (1 - t) j u, d%(Y). 
By (iv), V, E S,M,f a.e. [p], and hence, 
v, = j U, d&i(y) = J” U, N(y) ax. [PI, 
and, therefore, 
Si < V, a.e. [j,k] (i = I, 2). 
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Consequently, if f E P, 
%(f) = j W) 444 
G s V,(f) 444 = W)? 
and we can conclude that gi < A(; = 1,2). 
(v) Z- (i). The proof is standard (see [4]). 
If /J = 4, we get from the preceding theorem the following 
characterizations of extremal representing measures. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) h E S&W%+, 
(ii) FA - Fh = C(K), 
(iii) A(K) = Ll(dA), with the usual L1-norm on Ll(dA). 
Proof. (‘) (“) 1 * u as before, the appropriate seminorm on C(K) 
beingp(f) = f(x). 
(ii) > (iii). Let fi E Fh . Given E > 0, there exists a, E A(K) 
such that Ui > f and U{(X) < fi(x) + E. From this it follows that 
X(Ui - f) < 1 + E, (i = 1,2). 
Suppose h ALL, 1) h IJa, < 1, and hdh 1 A(K). If fr , f2 E FA , 
then by the remark just made, 
1 (fi - f2)h dh = j (fl - 4h dA + j 4 dh + j (a, - f$ dh - j a& dA; 
hence, 
and, therefore, Jgh dA = 0 for all g E Ll(dh) as F,, -F,, = C(K) and 
C(K) is dense in Ll(dh) in the L1-norm. This immediately shows that 
h E 0 a.e. [A]. 
(iii) 3 (i) has a standard proof (see [l]). 
Remark. Except for statement (ii), Corollary 3.2 is well known [l]. 
We will now prove the following 
THEOREM 3.3. Let p E M:(K). The following statements are 
equivalent: 
580/22/1-2 
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(i) There exists a unique maximal measure > p, i.e., Z,, is a 
singleton; 
(ii) for any n-decomposition of p = CFE, CQ~,~  (n > 2), there 
exist unique maximal measures > pLi( 1 < i < n); 
(iii) 2, is a singleton a.e. j-p]; 
(iv) 4 1 face (x) is ajine (a.e. [p]) for all f E P; 
(4 4fG) = v(f) + 46) for aU g E P. 
Proof. (i) 5 (ii). Suppose p = ci”=;i @#i . Let Or ,< E ZU, . 
Choose any measures ui E Z,J2 < i < n). Then 
and 
%Ul + q3 + .** + “&?I = Gq + qJ2 + *** + Q-% , 
and hence, u1 = 5i , showing Zw, is a singleton. That the other ZUi’s 
are singletons also is proved in exactly the same way. 
(ii) * (i). It is enough to prove by Proposition 2.2 that S,Z, is 
a singleton. Suppose u, rr E S,Z, , u # 7r. By Theorem 3.1 (iii), if 
TV = gEl CQ,LQ , then u = s=r cllpi and rr = CT’, ajrrri uniquely, and 
ui , r$ E S,Z,Jl < i < n). Clearly, then, ui f 7rri for some i and Z,,i 
is not a singleton for this i, contradicting (ii). 
(ii) 3 (iii). Since (ii) +- (i), let A be the unique measure in 2, . 
We know from [7] that DU,h = (T}, i.e., 
ncniquely . 
X = T,&(x) 
s 
We may clearly assume p is nonatomic as (iii) is obviously true for 
the discrete part of EL. It was proved in [7] that 
U W x Tm: x E SUPP.WU)) 
is a Bore1 subset of K x Aft(K). It therefore follows from Proposi- 
tion 2.3(b) that 
u (lx> x -TV ** E SUPP.W/U @> x T,: x E Su~~4-4) 
= UC{4 x (G\Tz): x E SUPP.(PN 
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is a Bore1 subset of K x A&+(K), and hence, the projection M of 
this set into K, viz. 
M = {x E supp.(p): 2, is not a singleton} 
is an analytic set. Suppose if possible that p(M) > 0. 
We define the set-valued map H on supp (p) by 
By what was just proved above, x - Hz is a Bore1 (and therefore 
analytic) set-valued map from K to M,+(K) and an argument similar 
to that used in the proof of [7, Theorem 3S](or more simply, by 
directly appealing to [5, Theorem IX, p. 5301 shows that there is a 
measurable selection x - p2 , (pz ~Z.Jwith~2#T3ConasetM,,CM 
of positive p-measure. Defining pz = ez if x + M,, , let u = Jplc &(x). 
Then CJ E 2, . By (ii), 
for all Bore1 subsets Y of K and consequently 
ps = T, a.e. [PI, 
which is absurd. 
(ii) e (iv). See [4]. 
(iii) + (v). Let o E S,Z,, and u = S T, C+(X). We know that 
T, E S,Z, a.e. [p]. IffE P, 
4.f) = 43, = 1 UP) 444 = /3@9 4-44 
by (iii) and the remark after Proposition 2.2. This means that 
PC?% = Q-+d 
= a-) + 4&!) 
= P(3) + P(6), (f,gEp), 
and (v) follows. 
(v) 3 (i). The proof of this given in [3, p. 881 when TV = 4 
works word-for-word for any t.~. 
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4. EXTREMAL DILATIONS 
For this section, let p, h E M?(K) with p < A. Recall that 
D,,A = {TED: Tp = A;. 
In [7], it was proved, with the aid of a theorem of Strassen, that 
&,A = {t’ E (L$44)*: 5’ < S, CC IE = 4 
where E = C(K), and, therefore, with the weak* topology, I),,,, 
is compact, hence, S,D,,, $ o . We propose now to identify explicitly 
these extremal dilations. Some partial characterizations of these 
were given in [7].* 
Recall from [7] that S was the seminorm on I&(&) defined by 
S(f) = 1 A&4 444* 
THEOREM 4.1. The fo2lowing statements are equivalent: 
(i) T E W,,, ; 
(ii) Ff, - F,J + E = Li(dp) (closure operation taken in the 
usual norm topology on Lj+(dp)) where 6’ E (Li(d,u))* is defined by 
S’(f) = 1 <fw > Tw> 44wu) 
and 
F,, = ff EL&): S(f) - I’(f) < 11; 
(iii) ;f (a) IzW E L”(dT,) a.e. [p], and there exists a constant 
M > 0 such that 11 h, Ilrn < M a.e. [p], (b) w - h,T, is measurable, 
and (c) the functional 7’ E (Li(dp))* defined by 
17’(f) = 1 (fw > hJt0) 4w) 
annihilates L:cK) + E, then 
h, = 0 a.e. [p]. 
(iv) If (4 9b ELm(dTw) a.e. [CL], and there exists a constant 
M > 0 such that I/ yW Ilrn < M a.e. [p], (b) q,T, E M,” a.e. [p] and 
W- v,,T, is measurable, and (c) X = J(vwTW) dp(w), then 
P)~ = 1 a.e. [p]. 
*Lb(&) is the space of functions from K to E which are Bochner-integrable with 
respect to p and equipped with the usual I,‘-norm. 
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Remarks. (1) Statement (iii)(a) means that there is a Bore1 set 
X C K, p(X) = 0 and 11 h, ]lm < N for all w $ X. The interpretation 
of statement (iv)(a) is similar. 
(2) The conclusion of (iii), viz. h, z 0 a.e. b], means that there is 
a Bore1 set Y C K, p(Y) = 0 such that for all w 4 Y, Jz, = 0 a.e. 
[dT,I. Analogous interpretation for the conclusion in statement (iv). 
(3) Standard arguments as given in [7], for instance, show that in 
y)di;;; G%d44 + El can be replaced by the following two 
(a’) h,T, I A(K) a.e. [p] and 
(b’) 0 = s vb~w) 444. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.1, we need the following 
LEMMA 4.2. If g: w -g, is a simple function in Li(dp) then, for 
any E > 0, there is a simple function w - a, in L:tK)(dp) with a, >, g, 
for all w, w - aW(w) measurable and 
Proof. Let the simple function g be given by g=, fiC, where 
fi E C(K) and (J$}L is a disjoint partition of K. (CM denotes the 
characteristic function of a measurable set M). So, 
s SwAw) dP(w) = 5 %Pi( f’i) d=l 
where 
By a known result (see [l]), we can find hi E -P such that hi > fi 
and &IQ) < &f$) + E, (1 < i < n). Again by a familiar result 
([l, p. 3]), we can find ski E A(K), (1 < K < Zi , 1 < i < n) such that 
uniformly on K. Consequently, 
20 
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These are mutually disjoint measurable sets and the last inequality 
can be written as 
We can thus find a simple function in Li&dp), w - aWi, so that 
aWi > h,( > fJ for all w, w - aWi(w) being measurable and 
s GYW) 444 d 4.6 + k (1 < i d n). 
Define w - a, in L>tK)(dp) by 
a, = uzoi if WEEP, (1 < i d n). 
It follows that a, > g, for all w, w - am(w) is measurable and 
jKa,(w) 4.44 = i ai j a,“(w) 444 d f cv4pi) + 2% 
i=l i=l 
= s &w(w) dp + 2~. 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (i) =P (ii). Suppose F,J - F,, + E # 
Lo. Then there exists 7’ E (Li(+))*, 7’ # 0 such that {f, r’> < 1 
for all f E Fg - Fg + E. This means that [(f, $)I < 1 for all f E Fg 
and $ 1 E. 
We claim that e f 7’ < S. 
If E > 0 and if f ELi(dp) then 
(f/P(f) - <f’, 0 + ~1) EFC, x 
and the claim easily follows as E is arbitrary. By the remark made at 
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the beginning of this section, we see that 5’ i- 7’ E Dll,h and writing 
6’ = +(I’ + ?I’) + i(P - rl’), 
we see that (i) is contradicted. 
(ii) + (iii). We are given that 
I (a, i-f, hJ,J 444 = 0 
for all f E E and for all functions w - ueo in Li(,) d(p). 
Let f E FE’ . Given E > 0, we can find a simple function g E Li(dp) 
such that 
I llfw - gw II 444 d E. 
It follows that 
j-&(w) 444 - j (gw , Tw> 444 G 1 + E. 
By Lemma 4.2, we can find a simple function in L:(,j(dp), w - a, 
such that a, >, g, for all w and 
j 44 444 B j t&4 444 + ~3 
therefore 
I b!J -gw, Tw> 444 ,< 1 + 2~. (+) 
Now consider any f i E F,? (i = 1, 2) and any f E E. Find simple 
functions gj in Li(dp) such that 
s llfwi -gw” II 444 G E, (i = 1, 2). 
Now find functions w - u,{ in L:(,,(dp), u,i > g,i 
satisfying (+). We have 
s (fwl - fw” + f, hoTto) 444 
< / j <fwl - gwl + gwz - fw’, huTto) 4-h) j 
for all w and 
+ 1 j (&o’ - gw2 -I-f> htJ,J 444 / 
< ~4 + 1 j <g,l - awl + aw2 - gw2, h T,) 444 / 
+ j j- <awl - aw2 t-f, hJ’uJ 444 j 
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< 2~4 + Mj (a,’ - gwl, T,> 4.44 
+ M s <a,’ - gw2, T,> 444 
< 2eM + M(1 + 24 + M(l + 2~) = 2M( 1 + 3~). 
(Note that the last term in the second inequality above vanishes by 
assumption). This means that 
I WI G 2M(l + 3~) 
for all f~Li(dp) and it follows that q’ = 0, therefore we must have 
hw - 0 a.e. [p]. 
(iii) 3 (iv). If h = JUT,) dp(w), then we have 
s (1 - ~~wPw44w) = 0, 
where 1 - vW EL~(~T,) a.e. [p] and j] 1 - plW [Im < 1 + M. Also, 
(1 - %u) Tul -L 4w a.e. b], and therefore, by (iii), 1 - vW E 0 
a.e. [p], that is, P)~ = 1 a.e. [JL]. 
(iv) =F= (i). Suppose T, = (VW + VW)/2 where U, V E D,,A . 
Thus, dU, = vW dT, , where yW ELm(dTW), 0 < qua < 2 and 
p)wTW E M,+. By (iii), p)w = 1 a.e. [EL], i.e., U, = T, a.e. [.L]. Simi- 
larly, VW = T, a.e. [p], and we can conclude that T is an extremal 
dilation. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1, we have 
COROLLARY 4.3. If ,LL is a simple measure, p = Et, aie.+ , and 
T E Dti,h 9 them the following statements are equivalent: 
(9 T E W,,A ; 
(ii) (Tzl , Tz, ,..., T,,) E &C, where 
(iii) ((4 + f)Ll : aa E A(K), (1 < i ,< n), f E C(K)) is dense 
in npz, Ll(dT,J, where the latter space is given the norm 
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To continue the discussion, let T E 6,D,,, and for a given n- 
decomposition of p = C& olSpa , let 
ChLJ = I (uL: 
hj > /Jdj y 1 < i < ?Z, C “ihj = A/ a 
CtpI) is a weak* compact convex set in the n-fold product of M?(K) 
with itself, and hence, ~,C’(,J # or. Obviously, (T,u& E Cq . 
In view of the statement of Corollary 4.3, it is of interest to characterize 
the elements of S,C(,i) and to explore the connections, if any, between 
an extremal dilation T and the measures ( T~,)?o”,, that it induces for 
a given decomposition of p = Cy=‘=, olipi . 
We now prove the following 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let TV = & O+Q be a disjoint decomposition 
of p and let (Xi)TeI E CtUi) . Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(9 GUL c Wb,) ; 
(ii) FQ,) - F(,Q + A, = C(K)m (cZosure taken in the topology 
defined by the sum of the supnorms), where 
and 
4z = {(f,...,f):fE C(K)l. 
(iii) DQJ = (T E Da,h : Tpi = A,, 1 < i < n} is a face in 
D rr,h * 
(iv) If T E DQ,) and the conditions (a), (b), and (c) in the state- 
ment (iii) of Theorem 4.1 are satis$ed by h,,,T, , then the functional 
7’ E (Ll,(dp)) * defined by h,T, , viz. 
7m = 1 (fw a hJw) 444 
annihilates 9&j where 
and (&)L is the disjoint partition of K that induces the given decom- 
position of p. 
Remark. Using the dilation theorem, one sees easily that D(,Q is 
nonempty. 
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Proof of Proposition 4.4. (i) o (iii). We omit the easy verification. 
(i) 3 (ii). This is exactly as before, the seminorm p in question 
being defined on C(K)n by 
P(.fl ) -*a, hz> = *Cl “iPLi(&. 
(ii) * (iv). We omit the proof which is in fact a simpler version 
of the argument that showed (ii) * (iii) in Theorem 4.1. 
(iv) 3 (i). Let 
where (02), (r$) E CQ , and suppose, if possible, that for some 
h, uk # rk , (1 < ii < n), i.e., there exists q~ E C(K) such that 
ukb) # 7Tkb)* 
Let U, V E D,,, be such that for 1 < i < n, 
ui = s uw 4-44, ri = V, d&u). I 
Let T, = (U, + V,)/2. Then 
s T, dpi(w) = (al + 742 = As , 
and, therefore, T E D(,Q . Since ‘Tk # rk , 
p((w E E,: Uw # Vu,}) > 0. 
From this observation, it follows that 
T, - U, = V, - T, # 0 
on a set of positive p-measure. 
We can write U, = q,,T, where qw E L”(dT,), 0 < qw < 2 and 
vw + 1 on a set of positive p-measure. If f E C(K) and if w - a,,, is a 
simple function in L:tK)(dp), then 
I (a, + h (1 - no) TtJ 444 = s (a,, T J 444 - j (a, , VW> 444
+ j T,(f) 444 - j fJw(f) 444 
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Define F E %&) by F = q~‘c~, . Then 
j (Fw F (1 - rpw)Ttu) d&‘d = s %[(l - %oo)~wh’) &k 
= oLk(Ak - Uk)(P)) 
f 0, 
which contradicts (iv). 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
COROLLARY 4.5. If a dilation T in DU,A has the property that for 
all$nite disjoint decompositions p = & cyipcLi , we have (Tp,) G S,C(,d 
then T E S,D,,A . 
Proof. Let h,T, 1 A(K) a.e. [p], 11 h, 1(oo < M a.e. [p] for some 
constant M > 0 and 
By (iv) of Proposition 4.4, hWTW annihilates all simple functions in 
L,l(dp), and hence, all functions in L$(dp), thus hW 3 0 a.e. [p] 
and the result follows from (iii) of Theorem 4.1. 
Remark 4.6. It is natural to ask whether for a dilation T in D,,, 
to be extremal, it is necessary that the condition described in Corollary 
4.5 be satisfied. Example 5.1 in the next section will show that that 
is not the case. It may be of interest to find conditions on p and h 
for which this happens. 
COROLLARY 4.7. If a dilation T in D,,, has the property that for 
all jbite disjoint decompositions of p = Cy=, q~$ , the measures 
T&l < i < n) in the T-induced decomposition of X = & cyiTp( , 
have mutually disjoint Bore1 supports, then T E 6,D,,, . 
Proof. Suppose 
G7%)L = ill + B(%)% 
where (oi), (r<) E C(,J . Since oi < 2Tt~, ui = hiTpi , 0 < hi < 
2, (1 < i < n), and therefore 
c ariTpi = C ai(hiTpi) = X. 
As the Tp()s have disjoint support, it is clear that we must have 
T/L, = hiTpi (1 f i B 4, 
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and it follows that hi = 1 a.e. [Tpi], implying that oi = T,u$ . Simi- 
larly, one can show that rri = Tpi and we have shown that 
The result now follows from Corollary 4.5. 
Remark. Example 5.2 in the next section describes a dilation 
having the property discussed in Corollary 4.7. 
We now describe more precisely the extremal dilations discussed 
in the preceding Corollary. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let T E D,,, and suppose that T has the property 
described in Corollary 4.7. Then there exists a (p x CL)-measurable s t 
X in K x K with the following properties: 
(i) rl = {(x, x): x E K) G X; 
(ii) (CL x p)(X) = 0; 
(iii) if (w, w’) $ X, supp (T,) n supp (T,e) = 0. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that p is non- 
atomic. Let {Ai)in_1 be a disjoint partition of K and let ~1 = xi”=, q.~~ 
be the disjoint decomposition of p induced by this partition. If 
hi = J T,,, dp,(w), (1 < i < n), then it is easy to see that there exist 
measurable sets MS , with pc(Mi) = 0, and 
(J (supp(Tw):w ~Jfi~C SUPP (b), (1 < i < 4. 
Therefore, the sets 
u {supp (Tw): w e 41, (1 < i d n), 
are mutually disjoint. This means that we can find a measurable set 
N in K x K with (p x p)(N) = 0 such that if 
then 
(w, w’) 4 ii (4 x 4) u N 
a=1 
supp (T,) n supp (T&) = 63. (+I 
Now consider partitions P, of K x K, P, 4, with (II x p)(An) < l/n 
where d, is the union of all the diagonal rectangles of P, . Let Y, be 
the associated (p x p)-negligible set so that (+) is true for all 
(w,w’)$Anu Yn. 
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Let 
Y= fi Y,, d, = fi A,, . 
Vt=l n-1 
Then (p x p)(Y) = 0, (p x p)(d,) = 0 (as A, 4) and outside 
X= YuA,, 
property (+) holds. This finishes the proof. 
Remark. The converse of this result is not true, i.e., if there 
exists a (p x p)-measurable set X in K x K with the property that 
(p x p)(X) = 0 and 
it does not necessarily follow that for disjoint decompositions of 
I*, T induces disjoint decompositions of h. An example to this effect 
is given by Example 5.3. 
5. SEVERAL EXAMPLES 
Here we will present several examples to illustrate the failure of 
some of the converses of results proved in the last section. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. This relates to Remark 4.6. 
Let K be the unit square in the plane and denote by x1 , x2 , xa , x, 
and x,, the four vertices and centre, respectively, of K. Let yi be the 
midpoints of the segments joining x2 and x0 (1 < i < 4). Let 
and 
It is easy to check that p < X. 
If = l T, &( y), then one solution for T is given by 
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We write p as 
El. = Q((%, + %,P) + Hha + %/J/2) 
= h + 4P2 Y 
and A as 
where 
and 
A2 = @a, + &El + feza + &,>P > P2 * 
It is easy to check that 




x = i&(5 + 022) = HP1 + P2b 
Since CJ~ =# p1 and CQ # pz , it follows that 
One checks without difficulty that this is true for any other 2-decom- 
position of p. 
There are other dilations S = (SV1 , Sy, , SV, , SV4) carrying p 
to h, e.g., 
s,, = 4%, -I- tc, -I- a%?, 9 &I, = 4c, -I &a4 2 
sy, = i&q + 3, , &, = &s, -k &aTa -I- -kc4 ’
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A proof similar to the above shows that the same phenomenon occurs 
for S, and other dilations as well, for all possible 2-decompositions 
of /.L. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. This is an example of the type of dilation discussed 
in Corollary 4.7. 
Let K be the closed unit interval [0, 11. If h denotes Lebesgue 
measure on [0, 11, let TV = 2h ][1/4,3/4~ . We claim that p < h. This 
follows immediately from the fact that the dilation T: x - T, defined 
bY 
TE = H%-(1/a) + %+(1/d 
carries p to h, 
oh dx = ii l1 (W - 8) +0x + a,> dx (dx = dh). 
It is clear that the dilation T has the stated property, viz. it takes 
disjoint decompositions of p to disjoint decompositions of X. 
Now consider the dilation S: x NY S, defined by 
sz = H% + %%-(114) + *%+d, $<XG$ 
= H% + i%-Cl/%) + b.+d, %<X<$. 
It is easy to check that 
X = S, d&x). s 
We claim that S E l&D,,, . To prove this, let 9Z E L”(dS,), 0 f vZ < MI 
and cp,S, E IM,+ for all x E [a, $1 and h = J (q+S,J &(x). On using 
the definition of S, and the fact that q+SZ E M,+ , we must have 
Moreover, h = J (cp,S,) &(x) will imply 
R&4 = 1, (a < x < 4); 
hJz+(1/&) + 8%+h/2)(4 = 1, (0 < x < a> 
kJr-(1&) + %%-(l/4)(4 = 1, (Q B x d 1). 
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On using these equations, some routine calculations show that 
qJ,(x - $) = y& + B> = 1, (Q < x < id, 
and 
%(x-g =cp&+*) = 1, ($ G x < 2). 
We can now appeal to (iv) of Theorem 4.1 to conclude that S E S,D,,, 
as claimed. 
This example is of interest as it shows that for an extreme dilation S, 
it is not necessary that S, E 6,M.$ on a set of positive p-measure. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. This example will show the failure of the converse 
of Proposition 4.7. 
K is taken to be the closed unit disc in the plane, 
and 
p = (2-dim L e b esgue measure on K)jr 
X = (l-dim Lebesgue measure on 6,K)/27r. 
On using polar coordinates one checks easily that 
where 
X = T, d/~(z) 
s 
T, = ((1 + I x I)/~)wI~I~ + ((1 - I x lPkcs/~si~ , 
and, therefore, p < A. 
If 
X = ((z, z’): supp (5”s) n supp (Tz,) # m 1, 
then in polar coordinates 
x = {((r, e), (r’, C)): e = S’}, 
and, therefore, (p x p)(X) = 0 as X is a lower-dimensional set 
than K x K. 
Now let D be the closed disc with same centre as K and of radius 4. 
We decompose TV as 
p = @)(P I&P)) + (1 - &WP IKID/P(K\W 
and we see that the decomposition of A induced by T is 
h = Pm4 + (1 - CLPN~Z 
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where, as can be easily checked, 
A, = A, = A, 
and, hence, A, and A, do not have disjoint supports. 
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